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FOREWORD

Last September we ran our first fans survey. The feedback we receive from this, and future surveys, will help us to identify 
issues we need to focus on. It also allows us to review and react to how opinions may change throughout the season.

Feedback from our fans on how we’re doing as a club is vitally important to us and we really appreciate the time taken by 
supporters to share their views.

We hope that having regular fan surveys will allow us to hear from as many Shrewsbury Town fans as possible and help to 
focus our efforts on any improvements that will make the biggest difference for our supporters.   

Any business owner will tell you that feedback is important to them, and our football club is no different. The Supporters 
Parliament is fully supporting the club in every way it can with the latest supporters survey. 

The survey provides an ideal opportunity to gain feedback from us all and this is something that the Supporters Parliament 
will take an active role in. 

We already know that our football club is committed to regular and meaningful engagement with supporters, a great 
example of this is that we always have club representation at our regular SP meetings and there is no greater confirmation 
of that in our CEO, Brian Caldwell, who has attended every Supporter Parliament meeting since he joined the club back in 
2016. 

We will certainly be covering the results of the survey at future meetings as well as offering fans the chance to share their 
feedback in future Supporters Surveys.

Brian Caldwell
Chief Executive Officer
Shrewsbury Town FC
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OVERVIEW

In September 2022, we reached out to fans in order to get their feedback on the current matchday 
experience at Shrewsbury Town FC and at Montgomery Waters Meadow. A total of 577 supporters each 
offered their thoughts and own experiences of visiting the club. 

Following these results we have been able to identify trends and key areas in which the club can
improve, as well as seeing what has been a success. This feedback will help us shape the future of 
Shrewsbury Town FC for all fans. 

The questions asked covered a wide range of topics that each reflect the matchday experience for 
supporters. This included prematch behaviour, stadium safety and transport to and from the stadium. 
By responding to these questions supporters have given us their insight which will allow us to enhance 
matchdays and focus more on the needs of fans.

Thank you again to all those who took the time to take part.  

Following the response to this supporters survey, we want to continue the discussion 
with fans to ensure the matchday experience is centred around them. 

Our aim is to provide an ongoing connection that keeps evolving what a matchday 
means to supporters. We want to give them more reasons to visit the stadium, 
whether that’s enjoying live football or interacting with other fans.

0.2% prefer not to say

Under 35 years old Over 35 years oldMale

83.9% 15.9%

35 35
Female

of fans have 
a disability

16.9% 83%

Season ticket holder
Buy tickets for games
Special offer/ticket giveaways/free tickets
Fan Card

WHERE IN THE STADIUM DO YOU SIT?

Roland Wycherley Stand
Family Stand
Sovereign Suite
Salop Leisure Stand
Safe Standing
West Stand

4.7%

63.3%
17.7%
4%
15.1%

9.5%
10.7%
2.3%
17%
12.7%
47.8%

DEMOGRAPHIC OF FANS WHO COMPLETED THE SURVEY
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SURVEY SUMMARY

We like to encourage fans to make the most of the facilities available at the Montgomery Waters 
Meadow. The results have allowed us to identify how many supporters utilise the Fanzone and Smithy’s 
Bar, as well as the usual time that fans arrive on a matchday. This data also included whether fans 
regularly buy a programme on their visit.

Whether it’s food, drink or merchandise, supporters have a lot to choose from when it comes to 
spending money at a match. By asking fans what they typically spend while visiting we can look at ways 
to price products in a more friendly manner. We can also see what fans are interested in while coming 
along to support their team.

Football clubs are situated in the heart of the community and should provide a safe place for fans to 
gather, socalise and support their club. We asked supporters if they felt at home at the stadium and if 
they thought about how abusive fans where monitored and controlled. Safety is a key factor when it 
comes to the matchday experience and we want all fans to feel welcome.

Shrewsbury Town FC has a diverse range of transport options and although you’ll often see fans 
travelling by car, a wide range also walk or use public transport. By asking supporters their usual mode 
of transport we can investigate the growing need for additional bus stops, parking options and rail 
access to the stadium for fans that live outside of walking distance.

Through live music, social spaces, and meaningful interaction, we want the matchday experience to 
extend beyond the pitch. We asked supporters if they would attend post match entertainment at the 
stadium’s facilities, as well as their current rating of the entertainment offered. Following this, we’d like 
to ask fans what they’d like to see when visiting on a matchday.

For many, coming to a football match is a treat and we want our food and beverage options to be 
included within that. Currently we have vendors across the grounds that provide fans with a number of 
options to eat and drink. Upon recieving the survey results, we want to introduce more variety when it 
comes to what is on offer. 

We want all to feel welcome at Shrewsbury Town FC and by working closely with our Disabled 
Supporters Club we want to identify the improvements needed to achieve this. By providing easier 
access to the stadium through transport more of our disabled fans can visit on a matchday and come 
to support the club. 

PRE MATCH BEHAVIOUR

SPENDING HABITS

SAFETY

TRANSPORT

ENTERTAINMENT

FOOD & BEVERAGE

DISABLED SUPPORTERS

Our supporters survey questions identify the importance of fan interaction and how it can shape the future 
of a football club. The questions cover different areas of the matchday experience for fans and will allow us to 
note where improvements are needed.
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As a club rooted in the local community, we aim to provide a place for supporters to relax, 
reminisce and gather with fellow fans before a match. Through public areas such as Smithy’s 
Bar and the Fanzone, we encourage supporters to utilise these spaces as places to share their 
love of Shrewsbury Town FC. 

Following the current feedback, we found that most fans do not attend Smithy’s Bar on a match 
day and typically arrive half an hour before kick off. By providing more pre match experiences, 
we want fans to enjoy the facilities available at the stadium and utilise them more on a 
matchday. In addition to this, we want to know what pre match entertainment interests fans.

PRE MATCH BEHAVIOUR

of fans who completed the 
survey use the Fanzone 
on a matchday 49.6%

didn’t regularly buy a
programme when 
attending matches

said their main reason for 
attending was because of 
their loyalty to the team

Fans typically arrive at 
Montgomery Waters Meadow 

between:63.8% 78.2%
14:00-14:30
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Every fan should feel safe attending a game. As a club we take pride in making this a priority. Our roots 
are as a family club and we want to reinforce this and work with fans to discover more ways that we can 
grow. 

Our goal is to make all fans feel at home at the stadium and currently the monitoring and controlling 
of abusive fans is a concern. By working together with fans and local authorities we want to reduce the 
number of abusive fans at games and provide a safe, family friendly environment for all. 

SAFETY KEY STATISTICS

70.8%

97.7%
98.9%

of fans feel 
“at home at the stadium”

MALE

FEMALE97.9%

49.8% 56.7%

of fans feel safe when 
attending a match

feel that offensive fans are controlled 
and monitored

agree that STFC are concerned about 
controlling absusive fans 
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Currently supporters visit the stadium purely to watch the match - they go elsewhere for food 
and drinks before they arrive. We want to utilise both the Fanzone and Smithy’s Bar as places 
for fans to relax before the match and enjoy live entertainment.

Following the survey results, we wish to trial post match opening hours at Smithy’s Bar and 
discuss with fans what entertainment would interest them. This could be completed through 
another, more in depth, survey to help us target fans wants and needs.  

78.2% - Drink/eat elsewhere before the game

28.6% - Would attend post match entertainment at Smithy’s Bar

37.8% - Would possibly attend post match entertainment at Smithy’s Bar

52% - Stated that interactive experiences and entertainment are

ENTERTAINMENT

of supporters have never 
attended Smithy’s Bar after 
a game93.1%

currently either poor or very poor
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Through the club shop, programme kiosks, and various food and drink vendors across the stadium, 
fans have plenty of places to spend their money. We want to expand the variety in the products 
available and offer a wider selection to suit the interests of our fanbase. 

By working with fans, we want to offer prices that are focussed on them and provide products that 
they want. As a club we are partnered with local suppliers who can help us meet the needs of fans 
and make that matchday extra special.

SPENDING HABITS KEY STATISTICS

59.3%

63.8%

54.4%

35.2%

do not regularly purchase 
a raffle ticket in either 
hospitality or the Fanzone.

do not regularly buy a 
programme when 
attending matches

do not spend any money 
on food or beverages in 
the Fanzone or at Smithy’s 
Bar

spend up to £5 on food or 
beverages while inside the 
stadium
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of supporters stated that 
the stadium has conviently 
located parking52.1%

The majority of supporters either drive or walk to the stadium, with the support of our local and 
national partners we can create a wider range of travel options. 

Currently, there is a need for better public service transport therefore with more bus stops and 
a closer train platform fans can easily access the stadium and reduce the need to travel by car.

TRANSPORT

CURRENT TRAVEL DEMOGRAPHIC:

2.8% - Train
26% - Walk
15.1% - Park at Stadium
12.6% - Park & Ride (car and bus)
4% - Park elsewhere for buses
33.6% - Local car park 
2.6% - Taxi
4.2% - Cycle
2.3% - Use service buses
9.7% - Use Supporter Buses
0.3 - Motorbike
9.2% - Other

GETTING TO THE STADIUM:

57.3% of supporters thought that the 
stadium is poorly served by public 
transport 

51.1% of supporters felt that local parking 
options were either poor or very poor.59.4% 

find it difficult to get out 
of the stadium following a match

When asked how they would like to travel to the stadium, supporters responded:

12.3% 12.7% 24.6% 24.3% 5% 21.1%
BY TRAIN

(if the station 
were closer)

BY BUS

(if more stops 
were provided)

DRIVE TO STADIUM

(if the stadium had 
more parking)

PARK AND WALK 

(if there were more 
local parking)

CYCLING

(via cycle paths 
and routes)

WALKING

(including other 
transport)18 19



In both the Fanzone and concourse, supporters have access to our range of food and drink vendors 
serving primarly fast food, soft drinks and alchoholic beverages. Healthy options are in the minority 
in our current menu, so by working with our suppliers we can emphasise the need for these.

There is a need for a wider range of products. By trialling sustainable and vegan options we can 
introduce different options for fans to try that can affect the future of the club. Additionally we can 
create a menu for each season that lets fans decide what they would like to order while supporting 
their team.

FOOD & BEVERAGES KEY STATISTICS

43.3% 38.6%

36.6% 35.8%38.8%

40.2%

63.8%

think there are a variety of 
food options available

think there are a variety of 
drink options available

think the stadium offers good 
tasting food

think that the stadium offers 
fast service for drinks

feel the stadium offers 
reasonably priced food

think the stadium offers 
reasonably priced drinks

Overall average rating of 3/5 

voted 2/5 stars for the 
stadiums healthy food 
offering
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With both our Disabled Supporter Liason Officers and Disabled Supporters Club, we want to 
identify the needs of our disabled supporter community and how we can make matchdays 
enjoyable for them. 

Transport is currently an issue for supporters - by working with local providers we can invest in 
an improved transport service. Our exisiting communication with our disabled supporters will 
help us to understand any concerns. 

70.4% - rated the view of the playing area as “excellent” 

66.6% - enjoy spending time at the Montgomery Waters Meadow

73.1% - feel that the club are concered about controlling abusive fans

65.4% - agree that the club monitors abusive fans

54.2% - rated the stadium as poor/very poor for public transport service

70.3% - rated the stadium as poor/very poor for ease of exiting

56% - feel that the stadium doesn’t have ample parking

DISABLED SUPPORTERS

disabled fans feel safe 
when attending a 
football match96.3%
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RESULTS SUMMARY

Results taken from our September 2022 Fan Survey, 
completed by 577 supporters.
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